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What is the purpose of Kuijpers Project-ID? 

Kuijpers gives top priority to working safely - in our view a project is only successful if it is completed without any accidents. 

Unfortunately there are still too many accidents in the construction industry. For that reason we want to improve safety 

continuously.

Kuijpers has introduced a new construction site registration system, Kuijpers Project-ID, to promote safe working practices 

and to comply with laws and other regulations. 

What are the advantages of Kuijpers Project-ID?

• You only have to enter your personal details once: it can also be used for future projects 

• All Kuijpers sites use the same efficient construction site registration system. This saves time and increases flexibility. 

• We comply with laws and other regulations, and we all use business and personal details correctly. 

•  People of many different nationalities work on our sites. The construction site registration system and safety  

instructions are available in five languages: Dutch, English, German, Turkish and Polish. 

Does Kuijpers Project-ID give me automatic access to all Kuijpers projects? 

As the system saves the data, you only have to enter your details once. If you are invited to joint a new project, you will 

receive an e-mail. You then check your details, make any necessary changes and confirm everything. After that you will 

be linked to the project. However, you will have to watch the safety instruction video for each project, and complete the 

test successfully to get access to the site. 

 

Why is my photograph included on the pass? 

Each pass has the holder’s passport photograph. When somebody shows the pass, it can be checked if they are the 

person on the photograph. This makes identification quicker and easier, both for site personnel and for the gatekeeper or 

construction manager. 

If I forget to bring my Kuijpers Project-ID pass, can I get a day pass? 

Yes, that is possible. Please contact the gatekeeper (Dutch: portier). 

 

Why does my ID document have to be checked? 

When somebody arrives at a project site for the first time, it is important that their ID is checked. This is to verify that the 

person reporting to the gatekeeper is the same as the person whose details are included in the construction site registra-

tion system. 

 

Why do I get project-specific information? 

Different Kuijpers projects may have different project-specific requirements. Site personnel have to be aware of those  

requirements and understand them. It is also important that the gatekeeper can see if site personnel have been informed 

about the project-specific requirements. 

My VCA safety certificate has expired, what do I do? 

You will not get a warning if your VCA is about to expire. The status of your VCA certificate is only checked when you 

register for a new project. If your VCA has expired you will be informed of that at the time of registration. You are respon-

sible for arranging a new VCA. You can easily add the new certificate to your account.

 If your VCA certificate expires during a project, then you will NOT be permitted to work on site.
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Do personnel from outside the EEA (European Economic Area) have to show additional documentation? 

Yes, that is required (TWV work permit and residence permit). 

 

I have forgotten or lost my password. How can I request a new password? 

To reset your password, please contact one of the key users: 

Operating company Key user Tel. E-mail

Kuijpers Centrale Projecten Sandra Smit 06-27 209 114 SSmit@kuijpers.com

Kuijpers Projecten Zuid Mark Zantboer 06-50 084 022 MZantboer@kuijpers.com

Kuijpers Projecten West Patrick Poulain 06-29 637 799 PPoulain@kuijpers.com

Who should I contact if I have any questions about Kuijpers Project-ID? 

If you have any questions about Kuijpers Project-ID then please contact one of the key users: 

Operating company Key user Tel. E-mail

Kuijpers Centrale Projecten Sandra Smit 06-27 209 114 SSmit@kuijpers.com

Kuijpers Projecten Zuid Mark Zantboer 06-50 084 022 MZantboer@kuijpers.com

Kuijpers Projecten West Patrick Poulain 06-29 637 799 PPoulain@kuijpers.com


